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Why go North? Well, perhaps for a high share of 
renewables and strong interconnections … 



Or perhaps for relatively high 
security of supply …  



Or perhaps for relatively low costs pr. KWh of 
renewable power ... 

Source: CEER Status Review 2015 report of Renewable and Energy Efficiency Support Schemes (2012 numbers) 
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How does that work? One example: 
Approach to interconnections 



How does that work? Another example: Power 
markets (design & forecasting) 
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Wholesale market Retail market 

Get incentives 
and  prices right 

Nordic reserve 
markets 

Linking retail 
and wholesale 

Open access 
to data 

Improve current market 
design (Market 2.0) 

Facilitate active 
demand response 

A third example: Further developing 
the retail market and demand side response 

Source: Presentation by the 4 Nordic TSO’s at a Nordic Energy Roundtable  on 1 December 2015 



One more: The ”elephant in the room” … 

(1) ”Hardware”: 
Increased 
interconnection 

(2) ”Software”: 
Market design 
fit for the 
transition of the 
energy system 
of the future 

(3) Further 
regionalisation 
as the option of 
choice 



  

9 Source: Presentation by the CEO of Statnett on 9 November 2015 at the EU Energy Infrastructure Forum in Copenhagen /  
Status from Energinet.dk (the Danish TSO) of electricity production, import & export in Denmark  on Sunday, 6 December 2015 

The result: Complimentary systems … 
(Denmark - Norway case in point) 



The "next frontier” beyond renewables: 
Energy system integration 



Longer-term: Exporting more than the approach? 

“ … The cornerstone of this success [decoupling 
emissions and economic growth in the Nordic 
region] has been the regional approach to energy 
and climate policy, including the integrated electricity 
market across four countries that has been in 
operation since 2000. The flexibility provided by 
extensive physical interconnections has enabled a 
very high share of variable renewables (such as 
wind power in Denmark) to be utilized without 
jeopardizing reliability of supply. The interconnection 
among countries enables an optimization of each 
country’s diverse resources … 
 
Achievement of a decarbonized future energy 
system holds new opportunities for the region, such 
as potentially providing flexibility and being a net 
exporter of renewable electricity to Europe. If 
interconnections to the continent are expanded 
sufficiently over the coming decades, as much as 80 
terawatt-hours (TWh) could be exported to Europe 
in 2050 …”  

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2015 , Chapter 8 (Power Sector Outlook ) – our emphasis 



For Denmark: Increasing share of renewables 
in our power mix ... 



Interconnections relative to other countries  



Denmark’s energy consumption 
relative to GDP 



The world seems to be moving ...  



Future costs of renewables 
One example in Asia 


